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My name is John Deal, I am retired and I live in Clatskanie oregon
I am in

Board of Gotttmissioners

opposition to the NEXT renewables fuel plant in Port Westward, Oregon.

This is an illustrious endeavor by big money to pursue profitability in an
area that is as pristine as it gets, in the entire country of the United States. I can respect this as a
business idea for the sole purpose of making money, but the end run of this is extremely auspicious
This is a compulsory venue that will place many generations at risk for their health, and the health of

the environment in which they live. Future generations will not benefit from this as a whole
It is a toxic idea. This puts the whole Columbia River and all the wildlife and their habitats at risk.
The Petrol Dollar must go away if we are to secure the freedoms we have fouqht for as a nation.
I

worked for the railroads when I was a young man and 400 rail cars would require more than a spur

to function in or to be rerouted through. The changes to this whole area are huge regarding this
alone.
Noise, pollution, flooding, traffic, congestion, the solar radiation and seismic activity is rising daily
There are currently 50 active volcanos going off as I write and this is a present concern by itself
We would like to assume i believe, that everything is fine until we reap the rewards of a bad decision
I

want to help save our beautiful planet and this area is particularly precious

Thanks for your time,

John Deal
285 S Nehalem St.
Clatskanie, Oregon
s03-709-0003

